
NETWORK ADVISORY COUNCIL



The Futures School (TFS) is a global development 
ecosystem whose mission is to democratize foresight. 
Through learning events, professional certification and 

custom engagements, TFS empowers individuals, 
institutions, organizations, and governments to adopt 

foresight as their 21st century operating system.





“Frank & Yvette have an ability to thrust 
people out of their comfort zone to generate 

breakthrough ideas and to empower people to 
take action! If you are looking for thought 
leaders to deliver world class insights on 

foresight, innovation, leadership & the future 
of work, look no further! Frank & Yvette are a 

class act that will leave your audience in a 
state of awe, striving to make a positive 

global impact.”
TheFuturesSchool.com

KedgeFutures.com





Agenda
9:00 9:30 30 Welcome and Introductions 
9:30 9:40 10 A Futures Thinking Exercise
9:40 10:05 25 Introduction to Strategic Foresight

10:05 10:15 10 Adaptive, Resilient, and Transformative Leadership (ART) Quiz
10:15 10:30 15 Break
10:30 10:45 15 Debrief Quiz and ART Scenario Exercise Set Up
10:45 11:30 45 ART Libaries Scenario Exercise
11:30 11:45 15 ART Scenario Exercise Discussion
11:45 12:30 45 Lunch
12:30 12:45 15 Discover:  Assumptions & Biases
12:45 13:30 45 iSee:  Headlines from Today
13:30 14:30 60 Explore: Trends and Insights
14:30 14:40 10 Break
14:40 14:55 15 Map: Narratives and Landscapes
14:55 16:10 75 Futures Wheels
16:10 16:20 10 Break
16:20 16:40 20 Create: Integration and Outcomes
16:40 16:50 10 Revisit ART Scenarios
16:50 17:00 10 Session Wrap Up and Questions



Please share:

Your Name, Role & Library

A word to describe the 
future

Introductions



Pre-Work

https://docsend.com/view/nksea7xckibayi73










Our present-day 
tools, models, and 

processes are 
quickly becoming 
Industrial Age 

relics…

Something 
fundamental has 

changed!



We have 
entered the …

Postnormal 
Society

A great shift in 
human and 

organizational 
development…what 
we once considered 

“normal” is not 
coming back.





Dealing only with today’s problems leaves us weakened. 
Strategic Foresight acts as an Immune System…

See new 
perspectives

Test possible 
outcomes

Illuminate 
unexpected 
implications

Identify potential 
threats and emerging 

opportunities

Ensure we are not 
vulnerable & unaware 

of challenges

Provide context 
for present-day 

decisions

Strengthening our collective capacity to deal 
with what actually happens.





We Can 
Map

The Future.



Future planning in our current volatile, uncertain, complex, 
and ambiguous environment requires us to leverage both 

quantitative and qualitative approaches. 

Foresight allows us to mine the external 
environment for trends and leverage those insights to 

create maps of the emerging landscape.







We help our clients to thrive in a world of complex ideas and practices, uncover 
emerging trends on the horizon that will impact their business, and discover unseen 

opportunities for strategic advantage and development. 

About Kedge















Find out if you're an Adaptive, Resilient, or Transformative VUCA leader.

https://bit.ly/VUCA_Quiz

The ART of VUCA Leadership QUIZ

Navigate to:



BREAK

15 min



Resilient – How do we survive the wave of change?
You focus on the immediate future so that your organization can survive day-to-day. 
No matter what happens, you’re able to recover quickly and keep going. You avoid 
taking unnecessary risks.

Adaptive – How do we ride the wave of change?
You keep an eye on the near future so that you aren't caught off guard -- and even 
when you are, you're able to pivot and find another path. You are able to learn and 
change your behaviors to adapt to a changing world.

Transformative – How do we create a wave of change? 
You are a revolutionary thinker that finds opportunities where others see risk and 
danger. You aren't afraid to think provocatively about the future and imagine what's 
possible. You like to challenge the status quo and make change happen.



With volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity taking center stage, 
we must embody the strengths of EACH type of ART leader.  

Only then will we be able to avoid threats while also capitalizing on opportunities.



Resilience, Adaptation and Transformation extend the 
full spectrum of the future – from push to pull.

TRANSFORMATIONADAPTATIONRESILIENCE

ON-GOING RELEVANCE



QUESTION FOR REFLECTION

Consider your ART leadership type.

Are there ways in which leaning into your 
less dominant ART traits could support 

your organization’s goals?



ART SCENARIO EXERCISE

• You will work with your assigned team to discuss a scenario prompt. 

• Bringing your ART leadership style to the conversation, your team should do the 
following:

• Read the scenario prompt you’ve been assigned. 

• Elect a scribe. The scribe should capture the conversation in the worksheet.

• Discuss adaptive, resilient, and transformative responses to the scenario 
prompt that will prepare you for the future today. Consider the prompter 
questions to guide your conversations.

• We will refer back to this work at the end of today’s session.



Scenario #1
With the accelerating speed of change and the rise of complexity, libraries
are experiencing shifts in the way they operate and serve their customers.

How do we ensure that we continue to reinvent our libraries by leveraging the
proven ideas of the past along with the innovative potential of the future to
inform our decision-making in the present?

What is the new business model for libraries of the future?

TRANSFORMATIONADAPTATIONRESILIENCE

BUSINESS MODELS



Scenario #2

Librarians are no strangers to operating with limited resources. In fact, many
libraries are preparing for even larger budget cuts.

Despite these constraints, how do libraries both sustain and diversify funding
sources? How do we function from an abundant model embodying a growth
mindset to uncover possibilities both internally (i.e., library operations and
staffing) and externally (i.e., serving customers/communities, developing new
partnerships)?

TRANSFORMATIONADAPTATIONRESILIENCE

FUNDING SOURCES



Scenario #3

TRANSFORMATIONADAPTATIONRESILIENCE

PARTNERSHIPS

Libraries have always partnered to be successful. The expanding needs of our
communities furthers the imperative to build relationships of trust with existing and
new partners. Collaborating with partners to create win-win results can be
challenging, given competing priorities, politically-charged issues, or differing value
propositions.

How can we continue to build and maintain positive relationships to strengthen (and
not erode) trust and connection with policymakers and funders in our communities?



Resilient Response:

Prompter: How do we survive the wave of change? Identify a response to your scenario that delivers against the mission in the short-term, given 
current constraints. 

Scenario #: ART Scenario Exercise Template

© Kedge, LLC 2021

Adaptive Response:

Prompter: How do we ride the wave of change? What problems or disruptions are apparent in your scenario and how can these be leveraged for 
our future success? Identify ways that we can avoid a breakdown.

Transformative Response:

Prompter: How do we create a wave of change? Imagine all constraints were removed. Identify a breakthrough, transformational outcome 
regarding the issue you’ve been assigned.



DEBRIEF

Aha Moments



LUNCH BREAK

45 min



ASSUMPTIONS & BIASES

DISCOVER









World Health:  Disparity Between Nations

Developed
Countries

Emerging
Countries

United States

China











Educated Incapacity

Knowing so much about what you know 
that you are the last to know that things are changing.





Instructions
In a moment you will be shown a picture or a headline
from a recent publication. Each visual will be on the 
screen for just a few seconds.

Choose a wristband that represents your initial, gut 
response to the visual:

Green = “I feel positive about this”
Yellow = “I feel neutral about this”
Red = “I feel negative about this”

© Kedge, LLC 2020 



© Kedge, LLC 2020 







Instructions

© Kedge, LLC 2020 

Now we will give you a little more information about the 
article that may change your perspective.

Choose another wristband that represents your initial, gut 
response to this visual:

Green = “I feel positive about this”
Yellow = “I feel neutral about this”
Red = “I feel negative about this”

You should have two wristbands now 
(they both may be the same color).







Now that you know even more about the visual and the emerging
issue it represents, spend the next few minutes discussing your reaction
and insights with your team.

Work as a group to reach a consensus about the issue represented in
the visual and the article. Choose a final wristband color.

Green = “We feel positive about this”
Yellow = “We feel neutral about this”
Red = “We feel negative about this”

Instructions

© Kedge, LLC 2020 

You should have three wristbands now 
(they may all be the same color).





Consensus FAQ’s

© Kedge, LLC 2020 

1. Should we consider ONLY the information in the article in our discussion?  
Use the article as a springboard to discuss the broader issues. Feel free to 
consider the future of libraries as well. Decide as a group the parameters 
and context for your consensus decision.

2. What if we cannot come to consensus in the time allotted? We 
understand that the workshop exercise offers a limited time for discussion. 
Do your best to hear everyone’s perspective. If you don’t reach 
consensus before running out of time, we’d love to hear why.

3. Can we choose a color other than red, yellow, or green?  No.

These are the most common questions regarding the final part of iSee.





© Kedge, LLC 2020 















LADDER OF 
INFERENCE

The ladder of inference, 
a metaphorical model of 

cognition and action 
created by Chris Argyris.



“The illiterate of the 21st

century will not be those 
who cannot read and write 

but those who cannot 
learn, unlearn, and relearn.”

Alvin Toffler



QUESTION FOR REFLECTION

Consider that we most information 
unconsciously.

What are some ways to challenge our 
personal and organizational biases?



TRENDS & INSIGHTS

EXPLORE







Any Useful Idea
About The Future…

…Should Appear To
Be Ridiculous.



Future disruptors, 
competitors, and 

opportunities 
will most likely 

come from 
outside your 
industry than 
from within it. 













































QUESTION FOR REFLECTION

Consider the 3 Environments Framework.

Why is it important to scan broadly from 
the outside in?



BREAK

10 min



NARRATIVES & LANDSCAPES

MAP







FUTURES WHEELS











STEEP
DRIVERS

Ensure our
implications are robust.



On your
Futures Wheels Template:

The People CLOUD concept has 
been placed in the center of the 

wheel.

Create 1st order implications 
for each category using the circles 
closest to the center (0-5 years).



Use the next set of circles to 
create 2nd order implications 
that follow DIRECTLY from the 

1st order implications.

These are further out in time, 
5-10 years.

Ignore the STEEP category.



A positive implication 
could lead to a 

negative implication, 
and vice versa.



Use the next set of circles to 
create 2nd order implications 
that follow DIRECTLY from the 

1st order implications.

These are further out in time, 
5-10 years.

Ignore the STEEP category.



Use the final set of circles to 
create 3rd order implications 

that follow DIRECTLY from the 
2nd order implications. 

These are further out in time, 
10-20 years.

Ignore the STEEP category.



QUESTION FOR REFLECTION

Consider the Drivers Wheels tool.

Why is mapping implications important?



BREAK

10 min



INTEGRATION AND OUTCOMES

SO. . .YOU WANT TO 
CREATE THE FUTURE?







REVISIT ART SCENARIO EXERCISE

• Refer back to your scenario and consider the trends in the external People CLOUD 
environment. Consider your TRANSFORMATIVE response:

Identify a breakthrough, transformational outcome regarding the issue you’ve been assigned.

1. Can the trends we discussed be leveraged to support your transformational 
outcome?

2. Has the People CLOUD inspired you to imagine other possible 
transformational responses to your scenario?



Scenario #1
With the accelerating speed of change and the rise of complexity, libraries
are experiencing shifts in the way they operate and serve their customers.

How do we ensure that we continue to reinvent our libraries by leveraging the
proven ideas of the past along with the innovative potential of the future to
inform our decision-making in the present?

What is the new business model for libraries of the future?

TRANSFORMATIONADAPTATIONRESILIENCE

BUSINESS MODELS



Scenario #2

Librarians are no strangers to operating with limited resources. In fact, many
libraries are preparing for even larger budget cuts.

Despite these constraints, how do libraries both sustain and diversify funding
sources? How do we function from an abundant model embodying a growth
mindset to uncover possibilities both internally (i.e., library operations and
staffing) and externally (i.e., serving customers/communities, developing new
partnerships)?

TRANSFORMATIONADAPTATIONRESILIENCE

FUNDING SOURCES



Scenario #3

TRANSFORMATIONADAPTATIONRESILIENCE

PARTNERSHIPS

Libraries have always partnered to be successful. The expanding needs of our
communities furthers the imperative to build relationships of trust with existing and
new partners. Collaborating with partners to create win-win results can be
challenging, given competing priorities, politically-charged issues, or differing value
propositions.

How can we continue to build and maintain positive relationships to strengthen (and
not erode) trust and connection with policymakers and funders in our communities?



Start with a current problem.
How do we survive the wave of change?

Identify a solution that ensures a successful, immediate 
resolution to the issue, given current constraints. 

How do we ride the wave of change?
Assume your resilient response was effective.  

Consider what could go wrong next and how you would address it.  

How do we create a wave of change?
Reflect back to your current problem and consider the 
trends in the external environment (People CLOUD). 
If all obstacles were removed, what would you do?  

Am I leveraging the Push and Pull of the Future?
Consider your transformative solution and return to your resilient 
response. Does your initial, short-term answer set you up for long-
term transformation? If not, begin the process again starting at     .

Resilience

Adaptation

Transformation

Push and Pull

The ART of Future Empowered Decision-Making



All content and materials are the property of Kedge, LLC.  Any use or reuse of this content 
without expressed written permission of Kedge, LLC is strictly prohibited.  

Permission to otherwise reprint or electronically reproduce any page in part or in its entirety is 
expressly prohibited, unless prior written consent has been obtained from Yvette Montero 
Salvatico, Managing Director. 

For non-commercial use only.  To purchase a license covering the use of the material in fee-
for-service consulting, please contact info@TheFuturesSchool.com

All rights reserved. Copyright 2009 Kedge, LLC.

www.KedgeFutures.com
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